MASSACHUSETTS BAY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Founded in 1961, Massachusetts Bay Community College was the second community college established by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the purpose of providing an inexpensive, diversified education for interested individuals. Classes were first held at 27 Gorton Street in Boston with a total enrollment of 419 students and 25 staff members.

In September of 1965, because of increased enrollment, one-half of the student body attended classes at Watertown High School while awaiting the renovation of what is now known as “Mass Bay”. Today the school is located on the Gore Campus, which includes a former Raytheon office building and a group of relocatable classrooms. The enrollment includes 1,400 day students and 1,700 evening students.

Accreditation of Massachusetts Bay Community College by the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools came in December of 1967. Membership is also maintained in the American Association of Junior Colleges.

Today and in the days to come Massachusetts Bay Community College is and will be an institution fulfilling the many needs of the community it serves.
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Today is the first day of the rest of your life.
To the Members of the Class of 1973:

It is with mixed feelings that we who will remain at the College look toward the conclusion of your two years here. We have feelings of appreciation, of satisfaction, and hopefully, of some accomplishment in having had the opportunity to have some small influence on your lives during these two years. We have feelings of regret since, by the very nature of things here at Massachusetts Bay, we have come to know you not only as students but in a great many cases as personal friends. Speaking for the faculty and the staff, we shall miss you.

Your contributions to this young and growing College have been many and significant. We hope that your experiences here will be helpful in your individual future careers. The Class of 1973 has succeeded in keeping us very much alive and "on the ball". You have assumed well your responsibilities as citizens of the College community. You now face the broader responsibilities of the wider community as active participants in business, industry and the professions. We all join in wishing you well.

It is my hope that you will continue an active association with your "Alma Mater" through participation in the College's Alumni Association, which is even younger than the College itself. It is, however, possessed of boundless enthusiasm and vitality which augurs well for its future role in helping to shape the direction that this College will take in the years ahead.

As you leave us, we take this means of thanking you for what you have left us and wish you good luck and Godspeed in the years ahead.

John F. McKenzie
President
In reminiscing about our "Green Years" at Massachusetts Bay Community College, we become aware of great changes which have occurred within us. Just as we reflect upon our many experiences, there are also those special people whom one never forgets. These are the people who give freely of their time, and who are near whenever we need a little word of advice or encouragement.

The Class of 1973 is proud to be able to dedicate this yearbook to someone who truly deserves to be praised for such qualities. Prof. Shapiro, we thank you for being all of these things to so many of us. Our best wishes for happiness in your future years of teaching—a gift you use so well.
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The MASS BAY Desiderata

Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace there may be in the Reading Room. As far as possible without surrender, be on good terms with your advisor. Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and read the posters in the lobby, even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive professors; they are vexations to the spirit. If you compare yourself with others, you may become vain and bitter; for always there will be greater and lesser students than yourself. Enjoy your grades as well as your plans. Keep interested in your own G.P.I., however humble; it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time. Exercise caution in your business course; for the final is full of trickery. But let this not blind you to what virtue is; many persons strive for the Dean's list, and everywhere there is a Silver Key. Be yourself. Especially do not feign affection. Neither be cynical about love; for in the face of all solids and disenchantment, it is as pleasureable as the grass. Take kindly the Counsel of the Student Government, gracefully surrendering the cut policy. Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not distress yourself with imaginings. Many fears are born of term papers and lab reports; keep a tense consistency. Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself. You are a child of the "Bay", no less than the lake and the relocatable buildings; you have a right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the Seton site is unfolding as it should. Therefore, be at peace with the President, whatever you conceive him to be; and whatever your labors and aspirations in the noisy confusion of life, keep peace with your soul. With all its exams, drudgery, and parking tickets, it is still a beautiful school. Be careful, strive to be happy.
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"THINK ABOUT IT"

"IT DOESN'T DO ANYTHING FOR ME!!"
MEN'S BASKETBALL

STANDING, left to right: Duane Philpott, Bob Pepka, Bill Gildea, Don Adams, Chris Hoefl, and Bruce Bowman. FRONT ROW: Mike Ryan, Dave Barrett, Steve Uno (Captain), Jim Huret, and Chuck Pendergast.
"A chapter in sports history was written tonight."

--Dick Stockton.

Before an almost capacity crowd at Waltham High School, Mass Bay's own "Invincible Eleven" romped to a 102-67 victory over Massasoit Community College. With television coverage on two major networks, and the attention of basketball fans from Cape Cod to California, Chuck Pendegast led the Tritons to their 42nd consecutive win, breaking the 16 year old record held by California's Hancock Junior College for 41 straight contests. The series of photos on the left shows the entire team in action during that record-making game, and is dedicated to coach John C. C.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

First row: Mary Bradley, Dianne Grueter, Jane McNamara, Peggy Johnson, Debbie Fabbi, Sue Lund. Second row: Pat Wright, Debbie Fidler, Donna Fitzpatrick, Eleanor Hutchinson, Martha Nixon, Eileen Burns.
1972 FALL BASEBALL

TEAM ROSTER

Lawrence Burns
Dave Caisazzo
James Corigan
John Durkin
George Garabedian
Charles Genovese
John Greeley
Frank Flick
Russell Hall
Andy LaVallee
Charles Pendergast
Mike Ryan
Donald SaPlnier
Tom LeFort
John Zizza

Outfield
Outfield
Outfield
2nd Base
1st Base
1st Base
Catcher, Outfield
Pitcher
Catcher
Infield, 2nd Base
Catcher, 1st Base
Pitcher
Outfield
2nd Base

Donald SaPlnier
TWO CC'S OF VODKA AND ... VOILA!

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
COMMENCEMENT BALL


FRESHMAN ORIENTATION


SOPHOMORE LUNCHEON

seated: R. Thompson, L. Fay, standing: Prof. Greenblatt (advisor), P. Plaszewicz

HALLOWEEN MIXER

seated: A. Trainer, P. Hall, standing: H. Fucico, V. Paolini, A. Agritha, Prof. D. DeGruytela (advisor), N. Holmes, S. Ferraro, D. Ching, J. Basile
FUTURE SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION (OFFICERS)


FUTURE SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION


POLITICAL CLUB

seated: Prof. Halabian (adviser), J. Gregory, standing: J. Pelleriti, M. Gavin, J. Kramer, C. Greenstein

COLLEGE FORUM

seated: N. Nasson, P. Pludziewicz, B. Moore, standing: G. Martin, Prof. Greenblatt (advisor), Prof. Telling (adviser), L. Scotland
LITERARY MAGAZINE
seated: J. Szakotenny (advisor), C. Carr, standing:
J. Laurion, S. Voelker, M. Gavin

CHESS CLUB
seated: B. Mahoney, S. Sutton, R. Donovan, standing: Prof. Kurczak (co-
advisor), G. Martin, P. Pliszczewicz, Prof. A. Cohen (co-advisor)

BAY WINDOW
seated: C. Carr, Dean E. McKenzie (co-advisor), R. Thompson, M. Gavin, Prof. J.
Sullivan (co-advisor), standing: J. P. O'Malley, N. Nasson, S. Voeler, J. Vroto, P.
Pliszczewicz, J. Laurion, S. McFadden, L. Scotland, A. Trainer

FILM CLUB
seated: L. Martinez, A. Weis, standing: B. Krouph, R. Scarfo, B. Robinson,
Prof. Kuhl (advisor)
SILVER KEY

PARKING CONTROL

VOLUNTEER SERVICE CORPS
left to right: K. Doughty, J. Moore, L. Hoffman, A. Trineor

ELECTION COMMITTEE
seated: D. Ching, standing: D. Onishak, N. Holmes.
THE SNOW BALL


seated: D. Onishuk, N. Holmes, Prof. M. Kalaf, Prof. M. Weston. standing: Dr. J. Conner, Prof. S. White, Dean H. Lowsley, Dr. F. Cross, Prof. H. Wujnar, and Prof. N. R. Burton.

SKI CLUB


DRAMATIC CLUB

THE MASS BAY GAME

RULES:
The object of the MASS BAY game is to graduate in two or more years. Use a half pair of dice as you relive the pitfalls and glories of student life at Mass Bay Community College. Note: this game was designed for 1400 or more students.

- PARKING LOT IS FULL—LOSE ONE TURN
- BASKETBALL TEAM BREAKS NATIONAL RECORD—ADVANCE TO THE GAME
- YOU WIN 3 GAMES OF WHIST, BUT MISS CLASS AND YOUR NEXT TURN
- YOUR ADVISOR HAS GOOD NEWS: TAKE ANOTHER FREE TURN
- YOU MAKE DEAN'S LIST AND ANOTHER FREE TURN
- YOUR SCHOLARSHIP IS APPROVED! TAKE 1 FREE TURN
- YOU MISS THE SNOW BALL, AND A VERY GOOD TIME. YOU ALSO MISS YOUR NEXT TURN
- YOU CUT SIX CLASSES! GO BACK 6 SPACES
- FINAL EXAMS: LOSE ONE TURN
- YOU ENJOY THE SOPHOMORE OUTING SO MUCH YOU MISS THE BUS HOME—LOSE 1 TURN

GORE BUILDING START HERE

BOOKSTORE

GRADUATION DAY
GEE, IT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE A VERY COMFORTABLE SEAT.

I CAN'T BELIEVE I ATE THE WHOLE THING!

SMILE

MEET YOU AT THE PERIODICALS AT 2:00.

TAKE IT ALL OFF!

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

BUT GEORGE!!
Take it from an old pro!

Welcome to my office.

What "things" are they talking about?

He went that way.
YOU THINK I KNOW?

QUIET. PLEASE!

THAT OTHERS MAY STUDY

JOE COLLEGE!
AS THE WORDS OF WISDOM PENETRATE.

ONCE IN THE MORNING DOES IT.
THEN SHE WONDERS
WHY SHE DOESN'T
HAVE ANY FINGERNAILS!
YEARBOOK STAFF HARD AT WORK!
selector buttons especially made to exercise those fingers that don't get any exercise from pushing pens or pencils or other obscene articles!

record listings!
ps they don't always match the record with the label

as you gaze at the list you 'spelling' blow your mind at all the fantastic songs (which haven't been changed since rudy vallee gave up the megaphone) - for a nominal fee (like an arm and a leg) you can try the priceless selections (if you don't lose your money)

dents in the side donated by those friendly mass bay students who lost their lives' savings and their girl's in this machine

from this speaker emanates those spell binding sounds that hold you from your next class (along with the card games)

coin return button (the only thing this button does is set your finger tired)

put money in at your own risk!

specially constructed lock - to keep the honest people out (this is worse than fort knox!)

mass bay juke box

alias one armed bandit with no arms!
MASS BAY IN THE THEATRE

True Grit—The Cafeteria's Food
2001—New site for Mass Bay
Ice Station Zebra—The smoker
Fantastic Voyage—From the parking lot to the "Pit"
The Hang UP—Monday morning
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner—Sophomore Luncheon
Survival 1967—First Semester
War and Peace—Fighting for a parking space
Far From the Madding Crowd—The professors' offices
Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush—The parking lot
Long Days Dying—The day before a vacation
The Liquidation—Stress on the brain
The Professionals—The Tritons
Lady Sings the Blues—Not going to the Snowball
Deliverance—Receiving our diplomas
Fiddler on the Roof—Trying to abolish the cut system
Everything You Wanted To Know About Sex—Graffiti in the ladies room
The Graduate—At Mass Bay?
Innocent Bystander—Sitting in the lounge and getting 3 cups of coffee split
all over you
Peyton Place—The Student Government office
M.A.S.H.—The freshman and sophomore outings
1776—The Student Council meetings
SONGS EQUATED WITH MASS BAY LIFE

The Long and Winding Road — the "Pit"
Too Many People — the Cafeteria
Wouldn't It Be Nice — All A'S
Repeat After Me — Shorthand
96 Years — Graduation Day
Evil Ways — Whist and ping pong
King of the Road — President McKenzie
Lie — excuses for not studying
The Sun Ain't Gonna Shine Anymore — Grades
A Sign of the Times — the bulletin boards
You Better Sit Down Kids — Music class
Eve of Destruction — night before finals
Sealed with a Kiss — $25 Activity Fee
Teach Your Children — College Forum Speakers
Kind of a Drag — 3 o'clock classes
Mother's Little Helper — lounge Clean-up
Easier Said Than Done — chemistry lab
Hey 98.6 — the nurses
Love Letters — dictation

Long Long Time — Riding the MBTA to school
Can't You Hear My Heartbeat? — Cheerleaders
Goodbye to Love — Hello to Lab Reports
Sound and Inspiration — the lectures
Sugar Shack — Bennis Variety store
The Last Thing on My Mind — Homework
P.S. I Love You — letters to the RAY WINDOW
Silence is Golden — the Library
One, Two, Three — Parking Tickets
I've Fought the Law — the Cut Policy
Fun, Fun, Fun — studying
It's All Over Now — last day of classes
We've Only Just Begun — Freshman Year
Runaway — skipping classes
Hard Day's Night — the Basketball games
Brand New Key — using an electric typewriter
Leavin' On A Jet Plane — Bermuda trips
Wipe Out — thinking about Mass Bay
Jumping Jack Flash — ping pong tournaments

Hold On, I'm Coming — getting to your 9:00 class (or 10:00 class or 11:00, 12:00 . . .)
You're So Vain — the same people in all of the pictures
You've Got Your Troubles — not having a date for the Commencement Ball
The Candy Man — just doesn’t fill the machines often enough
Sixteen Tons — You shouldn't have dropped out of the Body Club
The Impossible Dream — fitting all your stuff into your locker
Cheesh — memories of Mass Bay
I am, am I?
Am I because you say I am?
Or am I because I am?
Am I? Yes I am, I have to be!
If I wasn't, I wouldn't be here. Would I?
Am I? Or will I be? Or have I been?
THE QUESTION

As winter calls the summer back,
And autumn comes around,
I once again lose your smile;
I see it blowing in the autumn leaves,
Down the beach we shared in the sun.
As the sandpipers disappear,
So do you,
Perhaps for a warmer climate.
But a jacket is around my shoulders—not your arm.
Pretty soon the snow will come,
and our footprints will be gone,
But we can put them back next summer
Or can we?

All I want to do
is spend a whole day with you
by just holding, touching, being you
And when the night arrives
I want to look into your eyes
and say good-night instead of good-bye.
Wahid had a puppy dog; he doesn't anymore. What he thought was H₂O was H₂SO₄.

This also makes a great mouthwash!
EDUCATION: THE FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

EARLY AGAIN!

IF YOU CAN'T BEAT'EM JOIN'EM!

AND I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR IT TO TURN GREEN!
"TWO DOGGIE BISCUITS?
COMING UP!"

"COME AND GET ME"
QUICKIES
HALLOWEEN

MIXER
"WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU WANT TO TRANSFER BACK TO HIGH SCHOOL?"

DON'T WORRY, MY DIET STARTS TOMORROW
"TODAY IS GONNA' BE YOUR LUCKY DAY!"
EDITOR'S MESSAGE

As the year comes to an end, we, the Co-Editors of the 1973 edition of "Greemyers," take pride in presenting this yearbook to the students, faculty, and administration of Massachusetts Bay Community College. We would also like to express our appreciation to the entire yearbook staff, without whose patience and devotion, this yearbook would not have been a success.

A goal of a yearbook is to be one of the best advertising devices a college can have. Although we recognize this fact, we also feel that it serves as an irreplaceable pictorial account of our years here at Mass Bay. It was to this end that we have directed our efforts.

In closing, we would like to extend our best wishes to the Class of 1973. We hope you will find lasting enjoyment throughout the pages of this yearbook.

Barbara Moore

Nick Alban

Co-Editors

Nick Alban